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end of cycle at which time it resets

Always let the timer finish the last minute
of the cycle by itself to insure that the board

gets a good reset signal

If power failure, display will blank until
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Final Check out

Always disconnect electrical power to the machine

before opening the top.  Avoid contact with 

capacitor or other electrical terminals.

Open the top of the machine as follows:

A. Remove the four screws that hold the dispenser to 

the top panel.

B. Unlock the top panel, slide to the rear to release 

and remove the top panel from the machine.

Setting the Accumulator

Always disconnect electrical power to the 

machine before setting the accumulator. Avoid 

contact with capacitor or other electrical 

terminals.

The accumulator board contains the digital coin count and time

remaining display and is attached to the front of the machine.

The amount to start is set by depressing the 6 small switches on

the top edge of the accumulator in the correct combination for the

desired number of coins. The time remaining is set by depressing

the other six small switches on the top edge of the accumulator in

the correct combination for the desired cycle time. (See chart for

correct combinations) The switch numbers and names are printed

on the clear cover over the coin accumulator circuit board. The

switches are actuated by pushing the switch operator toward the

back of the machine. As the switches are very small, a golf tee or

some other nonmetallic tool is desirable for this process.

Note: For use in Canada, the coin acceptor 

magnet must be removed. See drop coin acceptor 

in Service Procedures Section for location of 

magnet.
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If power failure, display will blank until

end of cycle at which time it resets.

Always let the timer finish the last

minute of the cycle by itself to insure

that the board gets a good reset signal.


